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Abstract

The rapidly evolving managed health�
care industry requires e�cient coordina�
tion of human and automated tasks as well
as information��ow across multiple enter�
prises� One of the most critical applications
in managed care is state�wide immunization
tracking� which if supported by appropriate
work�ow technology can achieve substantial
near term impact� In this paper� we dis�
cuss a comprehensive and real�world appli�
cation to support child immunization track�
ing for the state of Connecticut in close col�
laboration with CHREF�� The application
system uses UGA�LSDIS�s� multi�paradigm
transactional work�ow management system
METEOR�� It utilizes the WorldWide Web
either exclusively� or in conjunction with
CORBA�based infrastructures�
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� Introduction

Work�ow management systems �WFMS� have been
used to automate organizational processes in vari�
ous application domains� However� most of the ex�
isting WFMS are limited in terms of their applica�
bility across heterogeneous software and hardware
platforms� or in terms of their support for coordi�
nating processes across multiple organizations� or
in their ability to deal with large�scale real�world
applications� Among approximately 	
� products
claiming or aiming to support work�ow manage�
ment� a large majority are primarily relevant to of�
�ce automation �including e�mail routing and imag�
ingdocumentmanagement applications� that usu�
ally involve tasks �also termed steps or activities�
performed by humans�

The METEOR� e�ort� at UGA�LSDIS builds
upon the earlier experiences involving prototype
WFMS and telecommunication application de�
velopment� in the METEOR project at Bell�
core �ANRS�	� ASSR��� JNRS��� KS�
�� While
METEOR� shares many of the principles and the
gross architecture approach taken in METEOR� it
goes substantially beyond it in research and tech�
nology development for the WFMS� and more im�
portantly� in application and technology transfer as�
pects�

�This research was partially done under a coopera�
tive agreement between the National Institute of Standards
and Technology Advanced Technology Program �under the
HIIT contract� number ��NANB�H����	 and the Health�
care Open Systems and Trials� Inc� consortium� See
URL
http
��www�scra�org�hiit�html� Additional partial sup�
port and donations are provided by Post Modern Computing�
Illustra Information Technology� and Hewlett�Packard Labs�
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An important aspect of this project is that the
technology and system development e�ort at UGA�
LSDIS has occurred in close collaboration with
CHREF� The collaboration involves a detailed study
of applications that can bene�t from work�ow tech�
nology with the help of healthcare industry experts
at CHREF and end�users at healthcare providers�
It also involves application development utilizing
schemas of real �production� databases on hetero�
geneous computing environments at multiple loca�
tions� These aspects are reported in this paper�

The application is designed and implemented us�
ing the prototype METEOR� WFMS that supports�
what we call� multi�paradigm transactional work�
�ows� The �multi�paradigm� aspect discussed in
this paper refers to the support for intra� and inter�
enterprise work�ows over a variety of distributed and
heterogeneous processing infrastructures� In par�
ticular� METEOR� supports work�ow automation
with centralized and distributed architectures uti�
lizing the Web and CORBA� The �multi�paradigm�
also refers to support for di�erent notions of transac�
tions as found in database management� distributed
transaction monitors� as well as in Electronic Data
Interchange �EDI�� and in speci�c application do�
mains �e�g�� HL� in healthcare� �WS����

The rest of this paper is organized as follows�
Section 	 de�nes the immunization tracking applica�
tion� This is followed by a discussion of related work�
Section � reviews the work�ow model supported by
METEOR�� Sections 
 and � discuss two WFMS
prototype implementations� All aspects of the sys�
tem discussed in these sections have been imple�
mented� Finally� in section � we discuss some of our
experiences in developing this application� This pa�
per is a substantially abridged version of the report
available at http�lsdis�cs�uga�edupublications�

� Application Description and Re�
quirements

With managed healthcare coming of age� monitoring
and tracking the performance of the di�erent players
involved� compulsory performance reporting� immu�
nization tracking� child birth reporting� etc� have be�
come important� In fact� the �rst item listed under
Quality of Care in the Health Plan Employer Data
and Information Set �HEDIS� �Ass�
� is Childhood
Immunization Rate� Healthcare resources have to
be used e�ciently to lower costs while improving the
quality of care provided and processes in the man�
aged healthcare industry need to be computerized
and automated�

Figure � shows a schematic and the scope of the

ORGANIZATIONS AND ROLES in the Workflow Application
to support Immunization Tracking in Connecticut
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Figure �� Application Schematic

application we have developed� This includes on�
line interactions for the work�ow application be�
tween CHREF �as the central location�� health�
care providers �Hospitals� Clinics� Home Healthcare
Providers� and user organizations � SDOH� Schools�
Department of Social Services�DSS��

The system can be best explained in terms of the
following three components�

Databases

The work�ow application system supports the main�
tenance of the following central databases�

� The Master Patient Index �MPI� to record the per�
sonal information and medical history of patients�

� The Master Encounter Index �MEI� to record brief
information pertaining to each encounter of patients
at any hospital or clinic in the state�

� An Immunization Database �IMM� to record infor�
mation regarding each immunization performed for
a person in the MPI�

� Eligibility Databases �ELG� that provides an insur�
ance company�s patient eligibility data� and

� Detailed Encounter Databases �ENC� that provide
detailed encounter information as well as relevant
data for patients served by that provider�

The current application design and implementa�
tion calls for CHREF to manage the MPI� MEI� and
IMM centralized databases for the state of Connecti�
cut� The ELG database containing data provided by
insurance companies is used in this application for
EDI based eligibility veri�cation using the ANSI X�	
standard� In particular� Web�based access is used to
submit eligibility inquiries using ANSI 	��� and re�
sponses are received using ANSI 	�� �transactions��
Each participating provider organization �hospital
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or clinic� has its own ENC database� When a struc�
tured database is used at CHREF� we promote the
use of ODBC compliant DBMSs� The DBMSs �Il�
lustra and Oracle� used in the application are ODBC
compliant�

The Clinical Subsystem

The clinical subsystem has been designed to provide
the following features�

� roles for Admit Clerk� Triage Nurse� Nurse Practi�
tioner and Doctor�

� worklists for streamlining hospital and clinic oper�
ations�

� automatic generation of Medical Alerts �e�g�� delin�
quent immunizations� and Insurance Eligibility Ver�
i�cation by the Admit Clerk� and

� generation of contraindications for patients visiting
a hospital or clinic to caution medical personnel re�
garding procedures that may be performed on the
patient�

The Tracking Subsystem

Health agencies can use the data available to gen�
erate reports �for submission to authorities like the
DSS� State Government� etc��� and for determining
the health needs of the state� More importantly� im�
munization tracking involves reminding parents and
guardians about shots that are due or overdue and
informing �eld workers about children who have not
been receiving their immunizations�

��� Requirements of the Application

Some of the important requirements for this appli�
cation� as determined by CHREF� include�

� Support for a distributed clientserver based ar�
chitecture in a heterogeneous computing envi�
ronment� At the level of any user of the system�
this distribution should be transparent�

� Support for inter� and intra�enterprise wide co�
ordination of tasks�

� Provision of a standard user�friendly interface
to all users of the system�

� Support for a variety of tasks� transactional and
non�transactional� user and application�

� Capability of using existing DBMS infrastruc�
ture across organizations�

� Low cost of system for the providers and user
organizations�

� Ease of modi�cation �re�design�� scalability� ex�
tensibility and fast design�to�implementation�

� Use of standards� including EDI for interactions
between autonomous organizations where pos�
sible�

� Security authorization for users and secure com�
munication �required as patient data is typically
con�dential��
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Figure 	� System Schematic

Based on these requirements� we have created
a system testbed on which the application is im�
plemented �See Figure 	�� This includes hetero�
geneous server systems �Solaris and NT� spread
across CHREF and LSDIS�UGA� use of heteroge�
neous communication infrastructure �multipleWeb
servers� CORBA�� and multiple databases�

The development of the application was done
keeping the end�user and system requirements in
mind� The Web�based user�interfaces were designed
based on the needs of healthcare personnel who
would eventually be the end�users�

� Related Work

A lot of general literature is available on work�ow
research �Elm�
� Dog��� She�
�� In this section we
review only the work that is relevant to the applica�
tion being discussed�

The Web has been used in other work�ow related
work� It has been used in work�ows dealing with in�
formation processes� such as an o�ce�wide calendar
system� and in business processes such as a library
book ordering system �WF���� A Virtual Electronic
Medical Record �VEM�
� was developed �to provide
clinicians at the Virginia Neurological Institute with
a means of accessing complete� up�to�the�minute pa�
tient information on�line��

A hospital care planning system� using a Web
interface and the Oz Collaborative Work�ow Envi�
ronment� has been implemented to deal with such
things as patient admissions� assigning sta� for pa�
tients� and planning patient care events �Lee�
�� Ac�
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tionWork�ow Metro �Tec�
� allows a standard Web
browser to become a client for their WFMS� All
these products have a major disadvantage of using
a single server with a primary forms�based inter�
face� Typically� all relevant data are kept on a single
central server� This approach does not scale up to
large and widely distributed environments with au�
tonomous organizations� Fault tolerance issues are
largely ignored�

A lot of research has been done using distributed
middleware technology like CORBA� OLE� Open�
Doc� or DCE� These infrastructures provide security
to varying degrees and are in general better in failure
recovery and exception handling than current Web�
based technology alone� Digital�s ObjectBroker is
one such product in which multiple applications
work in a seamless manner by interoperating and
exchanging data� The Mentor project �WWWD�
�
uses a rigorous work�ow speci�cation method and
tries to reconcile it with a distributed middleware
architecture as a step towards enterprise�wide in�
tegration� GTE�s TSME project has aimed at in�
tegrating object�oriented programming� distributed
databases� and operating system technologies� to
provide general mechanisms for e�cient interoper�
ability among heterogeneous computing resources
�GHKM����

The Exotica project �MAGK�
� aims to enhance
the FlowMark product by addressing scalability and
availability issues� The ABS architecture proposed
in �SJKB��� introduces an implementation architec�
ture for a WFMS that addresses issues like trans�
parency of underlying computing infrastructure and
scalability with respect to heterogeneous and dis�
tributed computing environments� �ANRS�	� dis�
cusses in detail the design and implementation of
a prototype system that supports the execution of
Flexible Transactions and its use to develop a ser�
vice order provisioning application� Using the term
transactional work�ows� use of transaction concepts
in work�ow management were introduced in �SR���
and subsequently discussed in several papers in�
cluding �BDSS��� GH��� RS�
� GHS�
� MAGK�
�
TV�
��

� Work�ow Management System
METEOR�

The METEOR� model is an extension of the ME�
TEOR model �KS�
� in terms of both the logical and
run�time models�

The logical work�ow model has been enhanced in
terms of de�ning additional task structures for tasks
involving database 	PC and 	PC coordinator tasks

for adding transactional features to groups of tasks
�Wan�
�� worklist manager tasks for managingwork�
lists of humans interacting with the system �Mur�
��
and the use of roles for mapping the organizational
structure of the real�world�

The run�time issues that have been addressed
in METEOR� relate to the use of the Graphical
Work�ow Designer for de�ning the work�ow process
�Lin���� automatic translation from the design to
run�time code� implementation of di�erent schedul�
ing paradigms �Wan�
� Das��� Pal���� support for
exception handling and failure recovery �Wor����
and integration of heterogeneous communication in�
frastructures and processing environments �such as
CORBA� Web� and Lotus Notes� into the run�time
model�

��� The Meteor� Run�Time Model

The main components in the execution environment
are the Work�ow Scheduler� Task Managers and
Tasks �see Figure ��� To establish global control�
as well as facilitate recovery and monitoring� the
task managers communicate with a scheduler� It
is possible for the scheduler to be either centralized
or distributed� or even some hybrid between the two
�Wan�
� MSKW����

WORKFLOW 
MODEL

REPOSITORY

DESIGNER

MONITOR

AND

TASKTASK TASK

TASK

WEB

DB

TASK
MANAGER

TASK
MANAGER

TASK
MANAGER

TASK
MANAGER

AUTOMATIC CODE  GENERATION

Figure �� Meteor� Run�Time Model

To facilitate monitoring and control of tasks� each
task is modeled using a well�de�ned task structure
at the design time �ASSR��� RS�
� KS�
�� A task
structure indicates the generic form of a task� A
structure simply identi�es a set of states and the
permissible transitions between those states� Sev�
eral di�erent task structures have been developed
� transactional� non�transactional� compound� two�
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phase commit �	PC� �KS�
� Wan�
��
To more e�ectively manage complexity� work�ows

may be composed hierarchically� The top level is the
overall work�ow �see Figure ��� below this are sub�
work�ows �or compound tasks�� which themselves
may be made up of subwork�ows or simple tasks�
Coordination between tasks is accomplished by spec�
ifying intertask dependencies using enable clauses�
An enable clause may have any number of predi�
cates� Each predicate is either a task�state vector or
a boolean expression� When one task leaves a given
state it may enable another task to enter its next
state�

��� GraphicalWork�ow Designer and Auto�

matic Translation

A number of commercial work�ow management
tools provide adequate to good work�ow designers�
as far as graphics is concerned� and our tool does
not claim any distinction in this respect� However� it
does support a more comprehensive work�ow model
as described above� The designer has three compo�
nents� the map designer� the data designer� and the
task designer� These components can model �in the
same order��

� the work�ow map expressing the ordering of
tasks and dependencies among them�

� the data objects manipulated and transmitted
by the tasks� and

� the structure of the tasks�

Figure � shows a screen snapshot of the map de�
signer with part of the design of the Immunization
Tracking application�

Figure �� Main Work�ow Map

The user starts by creating a work�ow map� in�
corporating a number of tasks �both simple and com�
pound�� The sub�work�ow abstraction enables the
user to design the overall work�ow at a high level �in
particular� the whole work�ow can be regarded as a
single compound task�� The map of the Admit Clerk
is presented in Figure 
� The ImmunizationTracking
application contains several such compound tasks�

Figure 
� Admit Sub�Work�ow Map

A typical work�ow incorporates a number of data
types which represent objects available to the work�
�ow tasks� We have decided to utilize an object�
oriented data model �Object Modeling Technique
�RBP����� as the basis for the data designer�

The designer of a work�ow can create a number of
classes� encapsulating both the data representation
�attributes� and operations on the data �methods�
for various data elements manipulated by the tasks
in the work�ow� As in OMT� various relationships
�binary� ternary� one�to�one� one�to�many� etc�� may
be de�ned on groups of existing classes to re�ect
data type dependencies� In addition� similar classes
can be grouped together into hierarchies�

A work�ow design is output in an intermediate
form� Work�ow Intermediate Language �WIL�� A
WIL speci�cation �le is converted into code stubs for
the desired runtime architecture as part of the auto�
matic translation process� The runtime code stubs
can be used to easily incorporate hand�written task
code or even existing applications�

��� The Role of World�Wide Web in

METEOR�

Two principal communication infrastructures are
used to build Meteor� prototype implementations�
These infrastructures were carefully chosen for their
functionality� availability� popularity and reasonable
cost structures� We believe that our choices of Web
and CORBA were fundamentally right� Web tech�
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nology is needed in two distinct and important ways�
First� the ubiquitous nature of Web browsers such as
Netscape�s Navigator make it a natural user inter�
face� One of the application requirements was that
users with any of the popular platforms should be
able to participate in a work�ow without additional
new hardware� A multitude of users �many of whom
are not computer sophisticated� are already familiar
with these browsers� easy�to�use interface �see Fig�
ure ��� They presently see the interface as a way to
access all sorts of information and perform simple
tasks such as �lling out forms� The uniformity� wide
availability and simplicity of the interface makes it
ideal for the healthcare domain where there is little
time or inclination for special�purpose training�

Figure �� Triage Nurse�s Interface

Another important role for the Web is in pro�
viding a communication infrastructure that supple�
ments andor replaces CORBA in that role� We
view CORBA as a key element for building robust
transactional work�ow systems �see the next section
for more details�� However� we believe that it is un�
likely for all organizations participating in a work�
�ow �e�g�� clinics and small hospitals� to be able
to a�ord a CORBA product or� more importantly�
to have the trained personell to manage this rela�
tively complex system� It is more likely that they
will have a Web server or access to a Web server
�e�g�� at CHREF� that they can use from their Web
browser� For this reason� METEOR� can support
work�ows in a Web�only �CORBA�free� mode� It
relies solely on Web browsers� Web servers� the Hy�
perText Transfer Protocol �HTTP� and Common
Gateway Interface �CGI� scripts coded in CC��
and Perl to handle all of the communications� While

HTML �les are used on the server side to provide
static documents on the Web� CGI programs allow
data entry into forms and data manipulation� includ�
ing database accesses� thus allowing multiple per�
sons and organizations to interact easily over the
Web� This capability is used in developing dis�
tributed Web�based work�ows�

Any number of organizations can be easily incor�
porated into a work�ow � a Web server at an or�
ganization accesses its local database�s� using CGI
programs that can be accessed using Web browsers
at other organizations � thus facilitating a truly
distributed client�server implementation� Multiple
Web servers are needed to integrate the various au�
tonomous organizations �CHREF� hospitals� clinics�
and insurance companies� and databases �MPI�MEI�
Immunizations� InsuranceEligibility� Detailed En�
counter� into the work�ow process and to allow for
task distribution across these organizations�

Most requirements of the work�ow application
system �mentioned in the previous section� can be
met using a Web�based implementation� The Web�
only approach has its limitations in terms of work�
�ow scheduling and data transfer and requires higher
user involvement in the work�ow process� Many of
these limitations have been addressed in the inte�
grated �CORBA andWeb� version of our application
system�

��� The Role of CORBA in METEOR�

Following the advocacy for distributed object man�
agement based infrastructure for work�ow manage�
ment systems in �GHS�
�� we extensively utilize the
speci�c services provided by PostModern Comput�
ing�s ORBeline 	�� �Inc���� a CORBA 	�� implemen�
tation�

We view CORBA as fundamentally important
for building a robust WFMS capable of support�
ing transactional work�ows� CORBA provides an
infrastructure for facilitating the development of
reusable� portable� robust and interoperable object�
based software in a distributed and heterogeneous
environment� In addition� CORBA provides an in�
frastructure that addresses many of the limitations
that are present in the communication model of the
Web�

In the Web�based paradigm� passing of informa�
tion between tasks �in this case CGI scripts� is pri�
marily limited to URL�encodings and hidden �elds�
On the other hand� CORBA allows object types to
be speci�ed so that any type of information can be
straightforwardly passed and automatically checked
for compliance with the type� In addition� typed
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objects can be passed between tasks simply by ref�
erence� thereby requiring only necessary changes at
the task level �leaving the IDL�interface unchanged�
if there is a change in data type of the objects ex�
changed�

Error handling is a critical requirement for
WFMSs� CORBA provides an Exception base class
to be used to handle standard exceptions and user

exceptions �Inc���� This makes it possible to de�ne
error handlers at the interface level to catch excep�
tions that might occur at various levels of interac�
tion �e�g�� task and processing entity� task manager
and task� scheduler and task manager� within the
work�ow process� The Web model does not provide
speci�c constructs for error handling� To be able to
deal with errors that might occur at run�time �e�g��
due to relocation or unavailability of documents on
a Web server� communication failures� and server
failures�� additional knowledge �in the form of rout�
ing tables� alternate routing mechanism� etc�� would
have to be coded into the CGI scripts themselves� or
would require user interaction through the browser
to decide an alternate course of action�

One of the key requirements for developing ro�
bust transactional work�ows is fault tolerance and
task�level recovery� Exception handling and work�
�ow recovery is modeled in a hierarchical manner
at three levels of the METEOR� model� the task�
the task manager� and the work�ow level� The sup�
port for these features is being incorporated into the
existing work�ow designer and the distributed run�
time architecture� CORBA provides a fault tolerant
environment to guarantee availability of object im�
plementations throughout the lifetime of an object�
This inherent fault�tolerance of CORBA makes it
superior to the Web for designing robust distributed
applications�

� CORBA�based Implementation of
the Work�ow System

We have designed and implemented
several CORBA�based WFMS �MSKW���� Here we
discuss the fully distributed implementation that is
used for the application under consideration�

��� Distributed Scheduler Architecture

The idea behind the creation of the fully distributed
runtime for a WFMS is simple� The main princi�
ple is that every task manager should participate
equally in the scheduling duties� Therefore� there is
no need for a single process �possibly even includ�
ing a number of threads� to carry out all of the task

and data maintenance� All of the communication
�including task managertask activation and data
object management and transfer� is handled by the
CORBA infrastructure� We utilized Post Modern
Computing�s ORBeline 	�� product �Inc���� imple�
menting CORBA 	�� standard�

As seen in Figure �� the layout of the work�ow
task managers resembles very closely the work�ow as
it was created by the map designer of our graphical
designer �shown in the Appendix��

TASK TASK

TASK

TASK
MANAGER

TASK
MANAGER

TASK
MANAGER

TASK
MANAGER

TASK
MANAGER

TASK

TASK

WEB RESOURCE

WEB RESOURCE

DBMS

HTML FORMS

Figure �� Distributed Architecture

In the fully distributed version of our runtime
system� the task scheduling as well as handling of
data for task inputs and outputs is controlled lo�
cally by individual task managers� Unlike in the
centralized versions of the runtime� no single pro�
cess is responsible for controlling the overall work�
�ow� Instead� each of the task managers comprising
the whole work�ow is responsible for activating its
own dependent �successor� task manager�s�� Each
task manager contains scheduling code required to
spawn o� the next task manager�s� as speci�ed by
the work�ow designer� This scheduling code is au�
tomatically generated and included as a part of the
run�time code for the task� In addition� each task
manager must pass the necessary data objects as in�
puts to the dependent task� most likely after updat�
ing or creating the data� Communication between
task managers is achieved using CORBA Interface
De�nition Language �IDL� interfaces�

Each task manager is equipped with a fragment
of per task manager scheduling code which is subdi�
vided into pre�activation� task activation� and post�
activation parts� The pre�activation part must de�
termine if and when the associated task should start
execution� Since a task in a work�ow may depend
on a number of other tasks �with the control part
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either AND�ed or OR�ed�� such an AND�OR tree
is normalized to a disjunction of conjunctions and
compiled into a fragment of C�� code� essentially
acting as part of the scheduler of the overall work�
�ow�

The task activation part handles the execution of
the associated task� After preparing the task inputs�
which might involve �unpacking� of the input data
objects� and verifying that the task program may be
executed by the speci�ed processing entity� the task
itself is started� After its completion� the �nal state
of the work�ow task is determined� and �possibly
depending on the produced results� the output data
objects are prepared�

In the post activation part� which corresponds to
the work�ow task being in one of its terminating
states� the task manager�s scheduling part attempts
to initiate processing by the task manager of the
dependent task�

The monitoring service is used to oversee the
work�ow execution� Individual task managers com�
municate their internal observable states� as well as
data object references to it by asynchronous mes�
sages�

The distributed architecture matches the inher�
ent distributed character of the work�ow very well�
Also� it eliminates the bottleneck of task managers
having to communicate with a remote centralized
scheduler during the execution of the work�ow� An�
other advantage of this architecture is that it avoids
single point of failure �we have not discussed de�
tails of the recovery managers due to limitations of
space��

��� Implementation of the Distributed Ar�

chitecture

Task managers in our distributed architecture based
on CORBA are implemented as CORBA objects� In
addition� data elements manipulated by tasks in the
work�ow are also represented as CORBA objects�
task managers transfer data simply by exchanging
references to them�

Human tasks �implemented as HTML forms� in�
teract with the CORBA�based work�ow through
CGI scripts �associated with the HTML forms��
Such a script is implemented as a CORBA client
of the controlling task manager object �regarded as
the server�� The script� after accessing the user�
provided data� calls one of the task manager meth�
ods to transfer the information to the task manager�
The task manager can then activate dependent task
manager�s� and transfer the data via the ORB�

Synchronization of the human�oriented �ow of

control �based on form�to�form thread� and the
ORB�based �ow of control and data between task
managers is quite involved� For example� consider a
scenario in which a user interacting with the work�
�ow system �via a Web browser� needs to perform
two tasks with a few application tasks �scheduled by
the user to retrieve some data objects� in between�
Control and data �ow between the application tasks
is managed by the ORB� while the transition from
one user task to the next is controlled by the user and
implemented as an HTML form thread� The syn�
chronization is achieved by specifying two incoming
transitions to the task manager at the synchroniza�
tion point� one coming from the previous task man�
ager and one from the CGI script activated from an
HTML form� These two transitions are connected
by an AND operator and thus either one of them
must wait for the other before the task manager can
activate its associated task�

� Web�Based Implementation of the

Work�ow System

In this implementation� tasks are implemented as
CGI scripts coded in CC�� or Perl� They are re�
sponsible for controlling access to patient data in
their respective organizations� For example� the
Web server at CHREF provides data contained in
the MPI� MEI and Immunization databases to vari�
ous tasks involved in the work�ow application� The
tasks associated with the admit clerks �at a hospital�
are implemented as CGI scripts running on a Web
server at the hospital and are responsible for retriev�
ing patient�speci�c information �demographic data�
encounter data� and immunization alerts� from the
MPI� MEI� and Immunization databases�

Output data and state information is transferred
between tasks using hidden �elds within HTML
documents� and Universal Resource Locator �URL�
encodings�

Control and data information is communicated
between the tasks through HTML documents� The
output �standard output� of a task is written as an
HTML page �typically containing a form�� Work�
�ow execution is coordinated by using inlined task
scheduling information in the HTML form using the
action and method attributes of the FORM tag� This
page includes a submit button that� once clicked�
will cause the next CGI script �task�� denoted by
the URL in the value of the action tag to execute�
Hence� control �ow between tasks is indirect �insti�
gated by the user��

Following the approach described above� tasks in�
terfaced to a common browser may be executed one
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after the other� After a few such steps� the work�
�ow will need to move on to the next participant
�user�� This is accomplished using a worklist mech�
anism as described below� The �nal task of the �rst
user �e�g�� an admit clerk� simply writes a work entry
into a database �or specially protected �le�� Using
the client�pull method� a worklist task for the next
user �e�g�� a nurse� periodically polls the database
and rewrites the worklist window �or frame� based
on the currently available work entries� An entire
work�ow is started by running the initial CGI script�

In some cases it is desirable to allow two CGI
scripts to communicate more directly by opening
up a socket connection �following the http proto�
col� from the �rst CGI script to a Web server which
then invokes the second CGI script� Parameters are
passed through the socket connection� The interme�
diate step of using the button on a form to initiate
the second CGI script is bypassed� This bypass is
particularly useful for accessing databases �local or
remote� when less human interaction is desired or
when it is necessary to connect to a database inside
a �rewall�

Although not as fully distributed as the dis�
tributed CORBA architecture� the Web�based im�
plementation is nevertheless distributed in the sense
that multiple clients �browsers�� servers and DBMSs
are involved� Consider for example the admit clerk�
The �rst CGI script which is run to display the ini�
tial form is likely to be run from the local �hospi�
tal� Web server� The next CGI script would be run
at CHREF to enable access to the MPI� MEI and
Immunization databases available at CHREF� This
would in�turn generate patient speci�c information
�demographic� identi�cation� medical history� med�
ical alerts�� This information presented as output
on a HTML form would then be used as an in�
put to the task accessing the InsuranceEligibility
databases accessed through the Web server at the
Insurance company using EDI across the Internet�
Eligibility information returned from the previous
task is used as an input for the next task �triage
nurse task� in the work�ow process� On completion
of the admit clerk task� it adds the patient�s identi�
�er to the worklist of the triage nurse� Coordination
of the tasks in the work�ow process and exchange of
data between the various tasks is thereby achieved
using this mechanism�

	 Discussion and Conclusions

In this paper� we discuss the immunization and
tracking application� It is an important� real and
complex healthcare work�ow application� The ap�

plication requirements were collected through inter�
actions with potential end�users from provider orga�
nizations and the healthcare experts at CHREF� The
application is implemented on a testbed distributed
over machines at both CHREF and UGA�LSDIS�
It involves a realistic multi�enterprise heterogeneous
computing environment consisting of multiple hard�
ware� operating systems� communication infrastruc�
ture� as well as multiple databases with complete
schemas�

The application posed many interesting and de�
manding requirements on the UGA prototype work�
�ow management system METEOR�� One partic�
ular aspect we discussed in this paper involved the
support for both the Web�only work�ow implemen�
tation �with multiple Web servers� as well as the
CORBA �and Web� based work�ow implementation
for the to meet the requirements and capabilities cor�
responding to di�erent participating healthcare or�
ganizations� Pros and cons for using the Web�only
and the CORBA �and Web� based infrastructure
have been discussed in some detail in the paper� The
principal advantages of the Web�only implementa�
tion are its relatively low cost� high availability and
popularity� The CORBA �andWeb� implementation
is evolving into a complete robust implementation
capable of supporting transactional work�ows� This
implementation is capable of supporting more gen�
eral and �exible control and data dependencies� in�
creased distribution and load balancing� better sup�
port for recovery and exception handling� as well as
transactional capabilities �in future using CORBA�s
Object Transaction Service��

Other novel aspects that have not been discussed
in detail in this paper include the automatic code
generation related to the coordination and informa�
tion �ow aspects of the work�ow runtime code� sup�
port for fully distributed scheduling� support for two
X��	 based EDI transactions� and some aspects of se�
curity� A number of other aspects including support
for multimedia objects� authorization� error han�
dling� recovery� performance issues �beyond back�of�
the�envelope calculations�� inter�work�ow coordina�
tion� collaboration� help facilities using in�line mul�
timedia� etc� require more work on our part or are
not reported due to space limitations�

The application if deployed can provide signi��
cant bene�ts to the state�s healthcare needs� Both at
the clinical level� as well as at the level of the track�
ing subsystem� up�to�date and accurate information
on patients can be immediately obtained from the
appropriate databases� The system has the potential
of reducing societal healthcare costs due to the mon�
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etary bene�ts of immunization tracking and by fa�
cilitating monitoring of the health needs of the state
and catering to them immediately� System gener�
ated Medical Alerts inform providers about patient
needs� and also assist in identi�cation of contraindi�
cators applicable for a patient� State health agen�
cies can generate monthly reminders and overdue no�
tices for parents and guardians regarding immuniza�
tions� Demographic reports can be generated for the
state regarding child immunizations and HMO per�
formances� Children delinquent on immunizations
can be identi�ed and can be brought to the atten�
tion of HMOs� �eld workers and other responsible
personnel� The e�ectiveness and bene�ts of the sys�
tem can also be monitored� Internet resources are
increasingly available at hospitals� clinics and other
health agencies which is a big advantage in today�s
information age� Several health�related Web sites
�e�g�� Centers for Disease Control� are now available�
and could be of potential use in these organizations�

Demonstrating the advantages of using a work�
�ow management system such as METEOR as com�
pared to using one�at�a�time application develop�
ment by hard�coding the task coordinations has
not been an easy process� This has primarily
to do with the application driven business deci�
sion making process and stove�pipe mentality� It
has also been di�cult to emphasize the need for
a CORBA�based solution to the technically naive
viewer �who often make decisions� when the user
interfaces and the end�user interactions in the Web�
only and CORBA�based implementations look simi�
lar� Moreover� the implications of distribution� scal�
ability� robustness and error handling which are es�
sential in any large�scale real�world application sys�
tem are not all too apparent when the application
prototypes are demonstrated to the decision makers�
This information exchange process between UGA
�the technology developer and prototype application
developer� and CHREF �the production application
developer and application system deployer� has in�
volved many meetings and has been further facili�
tated by internships of two UGA graduate students
at CHREF� They participated in both the develop�
ment of METEOR� and the work�ow application
with CHREF�

The testbed is continually being expanded and re�
�ned as the application requirements are better un�
derstood� No modern complex application is likely
to be static over a long period of time� and we do
not expect immunization tracking to be the same as
time progresses� As the application is being demon�
strated to healthcare and government organizations

by CHREF� additional enhancements are being sug�
gested �e�g�� for providing on�line reporting capabil�
ities for schools�� The application development and
demonstrations have already led CHREF to under�
take an additional project for deploying a part of the
immunization tracking application with its client in
the city of Bridgeport� Furthermore� testing of the
METEOR� software at CHREF and planning for tri�
als involving end�users �CHREF�s clients� have also
begun� Additional work�ow technology enabled ap�
plications have also been identi�ed by CHREF and
issue of licensing METEOR� technology is being ad�
dressed�
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